How to write a brilliant essay: A guide for ambitious students
We offer you some tips to help you expand your knowledge by reading more
literature:
-

Read and compare different works of the author;
Work with modern literature. Analyze the text of the essay, whether you support modern
thoughts;
Do a psychological analysis of the author's work, study the works of his predecessors, which
inspired the author to write;
Readings of literary criticism;
Analyze the thoughts of critics and determine whose opinion you are closest to;
Prehistory. Here you can refer to the context of the work (back to this later).

At first glance, it may seem that our advice - a lot of additional work and an easier way is to use the
services of cheap essay writers, but this is not always the case. It's also good to check other methods,
such as taking notes, writing out important information from the context.

Before you start writing an essay, formulate a goal
You must be tired of hearing this kind of advice. But it's very important to start writing work with specific
ideas. To do this, you need an essay plan. It won't take long, just open a new Word document and write
down the ideas you want to discuss in order.

Balanced arguments
A good essay combines two sides of the presentation of arguments, on the one hand, the presentation of
information, and on the other hand, examines different points of view. Unilateral arguments will not
impress the admissions committee.

Your opinion is also taken into account.
Justify your opinion. This will show that you are not hiding behind the thoughts of others, but have your
own reasonable independent point of view.

References to quotes
Justify your opinion by using quotations from well-known works. This shows a good command of
information. However, it's not a good idea to bend the stick, extremely many quotes in an essay will not
be a plus for you. Frequent reference to quotes is your uncertainty about the explanation of the topic. As
already mentioned, it is very important to make your arguments based on the arguments.

Scientific quotes and bibliography
Show your competence by using quotations referring to the literature used. This will not only show your
organization and erudition, but also the number of works that were studied in time to create your
motivation letter.
For quotes and footnotes you can use the "footnote" function "insert" in the text editor. There are different
accepted forms for quotes, but remember, you need to stick to the same format in your work. Usually in
footnotes write the name and author of the work, date of publication, page number.
For example: Curta, F. (2007) - "Some remarks on ethnicity in medieval archaeology" in Early Medieval
Europe 15 (2), pp. 159-185.

Bug fixes
How many times have you typed the word form instead of from? This, by the way, is one of the huge
number of errors that are missed when checking. English must be perfect: a clear and understandable
sentence structure, all apostrophes in place, no typos and no grammatical errors.
Number and type your name at the top of each page of the essay. Also make sure you use the same font
Times New Roman or Arial. For example, it is hard to read the fancy Gothic font. Even if you write about
Gothic direction in literature,
The person reading your work will not be very interesting and difficult.

Make it on time
There is no need to remind about the deadlines, but in any case it is important, for full understanding, we
explain why: even if you wrote the best essay in 100 years, but gave it for review later established terms,
the chances of good reviews, as well as its consideration reduced. Don't leave everything for the last days,
ideally you should start writing an essay well in advance and leave time to check and analyze the work.

